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MYSTERY OF MAN 

Chapter No. 1. 

Evolution 

At the close of the 18th century, modem science was still in 

utter darkness as to the Ifystery of 

Then in the 19th century came the great evolutionists, Darwin, 
Wallace, Spencer, Fiske, Huxley, and Haekel. 

A wave of excitement swept over the world. The M^^stery of Man 
has been solved. He is an mproved Ape. 

And for the next half century pseudo-scientists were busy writ¬ 
ing books to picture the "progress*’ of the ape on to the stcxie-age 
man, and on to modem man, the scientist. 

O.A. Wall, M.D., Ph.G., Pti.M., in his great work ‘‘Sex and Sex 
Worship,’* published in 1918, said: 

"I graduated as a physician from Bellevue Medical College in 
the same year that Darwin published his vTork on the ’Descent of Man;’ 

the ’Conflict between Science and Religion’ vhich ensued, was fou^t 
out and the truth of the theory of evolution was established within 
the period of ny professional career. And with this victory of human 

thought, many superstitions faded away" (p. 37). 

Time has proven that Wall reached the wrong conclusion. 

With Ihe origin of man settled, the next step vras to solve the 
problem of his animation. What makes him a living soul? 

Then up rose the gi^t Osier, and with hau^ty ease and mighty 
wisdom, he filled in this gap by solemly declaring: "Life is the 
expression of a series of chemical changes" (Mod. Med. 1907, p. 39). 

Another great scientist, Alexis (barrel, was not so easily satis¬ 
fied about the Mystery of Man. He said, "The scrience of man is still 
too rudimentary to be useful" (Man The LYiknown, p. 179), 

That means the complete collapse of the theory of evolution. 
And we are ri^t back where we began two hundred years ago. 

The work of the evolutionists gave the world two theories of 
existence, which some students describe by the terms Evolution and 
Involution, and refer respectively to God and to Environment as the 
source of origin. 

Evolution: A series of things unrolled, unfolded, or evolved; 
as, the evolution of the ages.—Diet. 

Involution: The Action of involving or infolding; the state of 
being entangled; complexity; a complication.—Diet. 
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The definition of Involution exactly describes 1±ie position of 
the Inductive Scientists. They are so badly entangled in the com¬ 
plexity and complication of their theories of man^ that their be¬ 
wilderment is complete. 

A few facts have indeed been verified and recorded by the Induc¬ 
tive Scientists, and a few laws have been approximately formulated. 
But all of this is subject to revision or even reversion tonorrow. 

Give to this Science the broadest scope and most liberal-meaning 
clain^d for it, and still it has no existence save in man’s imagina- 
tian* It in no sense stands for Nature, but is, at best. Nature 
reflected in the beclouded and contradictory Mind of the Inductive 
Scientist. 

Nature presents realities, but the Inductionist deals with 
shadows and phantoms. 

Harmonious relation of the varied parts, otherwise, termed con¬ 
sistency or congruity, is Hie acknowledged fact of Universal Exis¬ 
tence. 

The v^ole, being coirposed of the parts, makes every part neces¬ 
sarily consistent with the vhole. 

Ihe most perfect analogies will be found between the parts. 
That is the reason vhy -Nature, true Science, and Logic are indis¬ 
solubly connected, illustrating the same principles and tending to 
the same conclusions. 

Not only does every particle of matter in the universe agree 
with every other particle, process and product, but with these must 
also agree and be in perfect harmony, every postulate and every con¬ 
clusion. 

To discover the Eternal Unity at the Center where all the parirs 
meet, and the Eternal Plan by which they are all merged into a con¬ 
sistent vhole, is to make the basic discovery that solves the Riddle 
of the Universe. 

The Leading question is whether the process of transformation 
is one of evoluticxi or of involution. 

Prof. Henry Drummond was enthiisiastic about the theory of evolu¬ 
tion that swept the world of science in the 19th. century, and dis¬ 
cussed it with much fluency in his ’’Natural Law in the Spiritual 
World,” but more especially in his ’’Ascent of Man,” concluding the 
later work with- a chapter on Involution, in which he repeats and 
condenses his arguments of his Natural Law, and urges that the supreme 
factor in all development is Envirenment. ” 

He said that ’’tree and root find their explanation not in sone- 
thing in themselves, but mainly in something outside of themselves” 

’’The secret of Evolution lies/' he says, ”with Environment.” 
Then, as if to explain his statements more fully, he says: 

"Evolution is not to unfold from within; it is to infold fron 
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without** (Ascent of Man, p, 324). 

The scientists and theorists make their definition of words 
to suit their own convenience and notions* 

Environment cannot produce that which did not previously exist 
potentially- But once a thing cones into being. Environment way 
supply the conditions, or constitute the occasion, for calling forth 
the powers, not of the Environment, but inherent in the thing itself. 

The process is Evolution in its only true sense—the outworking 
of internal powers. But the evolutionists reverse the process, make- 
ing it the inworking of external forces. 

The basic question is, are vital phenarena of all kinds, the 
product of external agencies, or of internal forces? Is Life the 
product of food, or a Principle of Existence? Does Life depend upon 
food, or use it for its purposes? 

Herbert Spencer devoted many chapters of his work to 1he elucida¬ 
tion of theories on which to base a consistent definition of Life. 
But he failed to begin at the beginning. 

Like the true Evolutionist, Spenc::er began with the assumption of 
he existence of organic matter, but without even suggestion hew or 
where he got it. 

After appropriating, without ackncwledgement, this produert of 
Life, he then proceeds to shew its remarkable instability, vhich 
makes it subjeert to changes under the sli^test influences. 

\'Jho ever saw com change to wheat, or apples change to oranges? 
Or an ape change to a man? But such is the theory of evolution. 

Entirely ignoring these faerts of nature, Spenc:er proceeds to 
suggest, not to prove, that Life is the product of incidental and 
external foroes which, by accident it ma^' be, have come in oontaert 
with Matter. 

He aeJmits that he does not understand nerve force, but asserts 
that it is ’habitually generated in all animals, save lowest, by 
incident forces of every kind.*' A poor explanation of an unsolved 
mystery. 

If external foroes prcxluee our thou^ts, feelings, sense, ambi¬ 
tions, activities, vhy should they not produce Life itself? If they 
can produc:e the Icwer manifestations of Life, why not the hi^er? 

That is what the evolutionists teach—Life and all that follcws 
are the products of incidental and external forces, emanating from 
the Environment. 

In building up his theory of Life, Spencer exhibits much doubt 
and hesitancy. But the ccnclusion is finally reached, and the finis 
ed product appears in these words: 

"The broadest and most ccsi^lete definition of Life will be—the 
continuous adjustment of internal relations to external relations." 
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According to that definition, Life • is sinrply a naire applied jto 
certain processes of change taJding place in Matter, as the product 
of external forces* In short, ^^Life is a mode of ration 

Spencer does not deny the existence of internal and intrinsic 
forces; but he considers that Life is unworthy of being constituted 
of them. 

'Torce,” he agrees, '^'is the ultimate principle of existence, but 
Life is not such a force.” 

What is this "force” that "is the ultimate principle of exis¬ 
tence"? 

He claims that his system is Evolution, but to sustain his claim, 
he is conpelled to make his own dictionary. He said: 

"Evolution is an integration of Matter and concomitant, dissipa¬ 
tion of Motion, during which the Matter passes from an indefinite, 
incoherent homogeneity to a definite, coherent heterogeneity, and dur¬ 
ing which the retained Motion undergoes a parallel transformation." 

Is all Hiis work subject to any lasr/? Spencer fails to mention 
any law. 

According to modem science, the universe is a product resulting 
from the *TDlind dance of atcsras," i>hich do what they do because they 
can to nothing else. They integrate into a compound of Hatter, as 
Spencer says, v^ch then develops, in some nysterious way, Ihe pcwer 
of movement, of sensation, of volition, and all the other pcwers and 
functions e>diibited by the living body. 

According to this theory, there is no such entity as the Ego. 
Hen are only "modes of motion in direction of least resistance,’ due 
to the "pow^" of food and drink, circumstances and surroundings. 

When that motion ceases, all is ended. Tliere is no Future Life, 
as there is no essential present Life. Death ends all, as Birth begins 
all. And the peculiar cancatenation of circumstances which this so- 
called Evolution produces, is all the Creator that man has or needs. 

Spencer’s arguments are so plausible, that a large number of 
scholars, unable to swallow the creation story and the personal God 
of theology, and having no other alternative, have accepted his doc¬ 
trines . 

This is the more surprising in view of the fact that it is an 
accepted principle that things are produced nof// as they have always 
been produced. 

If Environment ever produced Life, then it still produces Life. 
And if it produces Life now, it has always produced Life. If it does 
not produce Life now, it never produced Life. 

If Environment produces Life, then it must carry on the func¬ 
tions cf Life. If it cannot carry on the functions of Life, then it 
did not produce Life. 
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In the very nature of things, no power can produce a continuous 
creation or transfomation, except as it preserves what it produces. 
No process could produce what it cannot reproduce. 

If every consistent philosophy must begin with the assumption 
of a self existent something that is the Source and Author of all, 
whether intellectual, animal, vegetable, or divine, must also begin 
with the existence of a Something that shall answer to all its parts 
and processes. 

It is the discovery of that Something, in our study of the 
writings of the Ancient Masters, which has enabled us to produce this 
work. 

It is the discovery of that Something which has constrained us 
to attack the theories, and expose the errors, and controvert the 
conclusions of those who, by every right of position and learning, 
were our own teachers. 

Chapter No. 2. 

VJHAT IS MAN 

After studying Man for forty years, the great scientist Dr. 
Alexis Carrel found Man to be a nystery so confusing that he wrote 
a book, published in 1935, titled *Han the Ihknown,” in which he 
flatly declared, *'In fact, our ignorance (of Man) is profound” (p.4). 

On the very first page of this book, he began vdth this state¬ 
ment: 

"Those who investigate the phenonvena of Life are as it lost in 
an inextricable jungle, in the midst of a magic forest, vhose count¬ 
less trees unceasingly change their place and their shape. These 
investigators are crushed by a mass of facts which they can describe 
but are incapable of defining in algebraic equations” (Ibid, p. 1). 

In his attempt to describe man, Dr. H.H. Sheldon, Lhiversity 
of New York increased the confusion by stating: 

’Ve as individuals undoubtedly have no existence in reality, 
o1her than as waves,—multitudious and complicated centers, perhaps, 
in what is called the ether." 

As they attempt to describe Man as a physical being, biologists 
find themselves vjandering in Sheldon’s "waves.” 

They discover Hiat man’s body is composed of cells, that the 
cells are composed of molecules, the molecules conposed of atoms, 
the atoms composed of electrons, and the electrons as whirling 
centers of cosmic force in tlie ether. 

In view of these statements and findings, the big questions are, 
what is Man? What is Life? 

In studying Man for w/hat he seems to be, science is actually 
studying a Phantasma, an imaginary existence that seems to be real, 
a Phantom that can not be pinned down, a will-o-the-wisp that ever 
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dances before us like a rainbOT, but always eludes our grasp. 

The findings of these scientific investigations shew that: 

1. What we call Life seems to be but a word or name that defines 
nothing but an appearance, and means only a Conscious Knowledge of our 
exisrence and our environment- 

2. VJhat we call lian seems to be but a word or name applied to 
Incarnate Spirit appearing on the Visible Plane. 

The facts show that what ive call Life and ^fen appear as illusions 
of the senses; a Phantasma that we think we see, but fades into the 
invisible realm when we attempt to describe it. 

It seems that what we call Life, Living, being Alive, are terros 
which describe a certain Effect on the Mind. 

The Late Dr. Robert A. Millikan, world renowned scientist, head 
of the California Institute of Technology, authority on Cosmic ^ys, 
said: 

**I cannot explain vrfiy I am alive rather than dead. Physiologists 
can tell me much about the mechanical and chemical processes of ny 
body, but they can not say \Ahy I am alive'^ (Collier’s, Oct. 24, 1925.) 

The mechanical and chemical processes of the living body are 
evidence of the presence of a mysterious force the nature of which, 
declare the leading biologists, is unknown. 

Man’s body appears as a hi^ly organized Unit of vibratory waves. 
These waves do not radiate at random, but in a fixed and orderly course, 
and produce conditions and results according to unchangeable law. 

The ^fystery called Man is only the EFFECT that appears on the 
visible plane, and that EFFECT has no existence save in the brain of 
amn as a STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS. 

Of course material science will object to seme of these state¬ 
ments, terming them unsound and unscientific. But it is groping in 
the dark and is unable to define Life and Man in logical terms, or 
to offer any reasonable evidence to shOT the foregoing statements 
are unsound or unscientific. 

0, Man, Know They Self 

In this the 20th century, with publicatins and periodicals fill¬ 
ed with boasting about the ”March of Science,” we still have no 
answers to the most fundamental questions of life. 

If we begin with the question, (1) What is Life? Science has 
no answer. 

If we ask (2) Is Life Eternal? Science has no answer. 

If we ask (3) What is Man? Science has. no answer. 

In the field vjhere our studies should start, is neglected and 
left in a mass of tangled vines and brush. The reason is that modem 
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science is mercialistic and hot humanistic. It is interested in money¬ 
making inventions and not in Man’s betternment. 

Alipilli, an advanced philosopher of the mystic school of Alex¬ 
andria, said: 

”The universal orb or the world contains not so great nysteries 
and excellencies as man... .He who desires the primacy among the stu¬ 
dents of nature, will nowhere find a greater field of study than him¬ 
self. So, with a loud voice I proclaim, 0, Man, Know Thy Self’' 
(Solar Logos, p. 27). 

The greatest nysteries of tiie universe are those by which we 
are surrounded; so trite and conmQn that we never reflect on them. 

Scientists tell us of the laws that regulate the motions of the 
planets; of centripetal and centrifugal forces, gravity and attrac¬ 
tion, electricity and magnetism, and all the other high-sounding 
terms invented to hide a want of meaning. 

These scientists but hide their ignorance in a cloud of words,— 
and the words too often are mere cembinations of sounds without mean¬ 
ing. What is centrifugal force? A tendency to go in a particular 
direction. What is the other force, then v^ch produces that ten¬ 
dency? 

What force draws the needle round to the north? V\hat force 
moves muscles and raises the arm, when the will determines it shall 
rise? Or moves the leg, or makes the heart beat? 

These are miracles; inexplicable as the creation, or the exis¬ 
tence of Polarized Atoms. 

What nystery are the effects of heat and cx>ld on water. VJhat 
nystery is hidden in the snow flake, in every crystal of ice, and 
in their final transformation into invisible vapor that rises from 
land and sea and floats above the mountain tops. 

V/ho will explain Ihie passion, peevishess, anger, memory, affec¬ 
tions? The conscious of identity and the dreams of man? The modes 
of cxOTnunication of thou^ts of the ant and bee? 

Who has yet made us to understand hex^ the image of external 
(±>jects fix themselves upon the retina of the eye; and when there, 
how the mere empty, unsubstantial image beexmes transmuted into the 
wonderous phenomenon called Sight? Or who the waves of the air, 
striking upon the tympanum of the ear, produce the wonderous phenome- 
ncxi of Hearing? 

Our senses are nysteries to us, and we are nysteries to ourselves 

Philosophy has tau^t us nothing but words as to the nature of 
our sensation, x^rceptions, our cognizances, the origin of our thou^ts 
and ideas. 

By no effort nor degree of reflection, no matter hew Icsng con¬ 
tinued, can man become conscious of a personal identity in himself 
separate and distinert from his body and brain. 
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Who has yet made us to understand how, from the cx^tact with a 
foreign body, the image in the eye, the wave of air impinging on the 
ear, p^icular particles entering the nostrils, or coming in con¬ 

tact with the palate, cause sensations in the ner-'es, and°frcm that 
perception in the mind. 

What do we know of Substance? Scientists even doubt whether it 
exists. Prof. Sheldon declares that *Ve as individuals have no 
existence in reality, other than as waves,--multitudinous and com¬ 
plicated centers in what is called the ether. 

The noted astronomer, Sir James Jeans, says, ^’AU the choir of 
heaven and all the furniture of earth have no existence outside of 
Mind.” 

Philosophers tell us that our senses only make known to us the 
at^ibutes of substance, but not the thing itself. We know the at¬ 

tributes of the Soul, its thou^ts and perceptions, but what do we 
know of the Soul itself that which perceives and thinks? 

Hew can we, with our limited mental vision, expect to grasp and 
conprehend the n^teries of the Great Universe? 

Iitfi^te Space, extending fran us in every direction, without 
iUjnit; infinite Time without beginning or end; and we, here and now, 
in the center of each. 

Our earth, spinning upon its axis, and rushing ever in its cir¬ 
cuit round the Sun; and our Sun and all our solar syst^, revolving 
round some other great central point. 

Our Sun, the center of its arm system, and this system the cen¬ 
ter of a larger system, and on to incoiiparably larger systems, until 
we reach what must be the Supreme Center of all. 

Such are seme of the mysteries of the Grand Universe, the answers 
to which science cannot give us. 

CHAPTER Mo. 3. 

WORLD OF ILLUSION 

"The world is a fleeting shew, for man^s illusion given."—Moore- 

l^en Moore penned that passage he must have had in mind the 
scientists of the last three centuries, who thou^t the earth was flat 
and stationary, assumed the Universe to be a dead machine, and believed 
in the absolute void of celestial space. 

Ititil quite recently , the "scientisis" of the. 20th century follow 
the same path, filling their text-books v/ith plausible theories of 
^laterialism and Evolutionism. 

The fundamental dogma of physic^al science declared that "All is 
physical matter and mechanical energy." They had solved the riddle 
of the Universe. 



With its nafar permise exploded by the discoveiy that solid Ibtter 
is an illusion, j^iysical science is now engaged in twisting and disort¬ 
ing recent findings in an effort to "save face" by trying to make these 
findings fit and SL5>port the crun±>ling theories and absurd ccnclusions 
with which its text-books are filled. 

These "great scientists" had scornfully ridiculed the suggestion 
of a Spiritual World as ancient superstition. Recent discoveries 
shaj that so-called solid Matter is nothing more than Spiritual Sub¬ 
stance in condensed form. 

Spirit and Matter are now found to be two aspects of the same 
thing, the one condensed and visible, called Matter, the other gasous 
and invisible, called Spirit. Yet both are identical in their elemental 
nature. 

The "absolute void of celestial space" postulated by physical 
science, is found to be filled with wonders that are as staggering as 
they are startling. The discovery of these wanders of the Spiritual 
World has only begun in modem times. It is asserted by seme thinkers 
that the discovery of the Angelic Department of the Uhiverse, so vehemently 
scorned by physical science, may not be far off. 

According to late discoveries, several degrees of Spirit exist, 
to-wit: 

1. Spirit as solid, liquid and gaseous states. 

2. Spirit as rarefied gases, consisting of separate monecules, and 
molecules resolved into component atoms. 

3. Spirit as radiant force—lightj electricity, niagneticity, etc. 
This is termed the electronic state of Matter, or electrons with their 
derivatives not caibined into atoms. 

The theory of two worlds, one spiritual and the other physical is 
based on the principle of Dualism, and arises from appearance. Ihity 
and Universe mean One World, not two. 

In this Universe of Change the scientists are deceived by the 
Pairs of OppxDsites that incessantly appear as the orderly work of the 
Transformative Process. 

The Masters, rising above the Plane of Dualism, visualized One 
World with Dual Aspects. 

The Plane of Dualism is the Plane of Illusion. Our senses, thru 
their faculties of the Mind, give us reports of changes occurring in 
the Realm of Dualism, where the sun seems to rise and set, and man seems 
to come in birth and go in death. These changes are shifting and 
impenianent, transient and inconstant. 

Volumes have been written about TWo Worlds, and the present and the 
future life. Between these two is assumed to be a void, a gulf impassable 
except thru the portals of Death. 

As there is One Iforld with aspects, so there is One Life with 
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Under i±ie Law of Cycles, the I'^^heels of Transformation constantly 
turn* In their orderly revolution they present two aspects of the 
Unit. The invisible portion is termed the Spiritual I'forld, while the 
visible portion is called the Physical V/orld, 

Physical science would new like to forget all that its text books 
contain, consisting of empty theories built on assunptions that the 
Universe was a dead machine, and celestial space was absolutely void. 

It now appears that tiny whirling, invisible speck, considered 
pure electricity, is the basis of all familiar fatter" (Electronics). 

Millikan declares that "Electrons are the building blodcs of the 
Universe." The Lhiverse is conposed of electrons, which are "elec- 
tronic spiritual substance, the first form that Spirit assumes as , 
Hatter". --- 

The transition of Spirit to Matter, and Matter to Spirit, is 
an established fact. 

Atons are transformed into radiation, as in radio-activity, and 
radiation into Matter, as protons of gamma rays. This discovery also 
establishes the surprising fact that "creation" is a process of con¬ 
densation of Spiritual Substance, and its transformation into physical 
forms according to intelligence and law that appear to be inheront 
in Spiritual Substance. 

This new understanding of Spirit and letter is the greatest mir¬ 
acle of modem times. It enables us to understand scientifically the 
spiritual origin of all visible things, including Man. Ancient scrip¬ 
tures contain evidence to show that the Ancient Masters understood 
those things. 

The smilest portion of the elements that may not be further 
divisible without changing its characteristics, is the atom, which 
consists of electrons revolving in one or more separate orbits around 
cne or more centrally located muclei, and held in that orbit, and 
in its motion around that orbit, by centripetal and centrifugal force, 
acting together intelligently and according to law. 

Intelligence is not confined to the brain, as we find these 
elements rigidly obeying law, and lhat is more than the possessors 
of brains usually do. 

The motion of the electron requires force, which it appears to 
receive fron the cosmic source; and that force, in turn, is emitted by 
or radiated from the atom. It is this power 1hat animates the cells 
of the human boefy, and is termed vital force, brain force, nerve 
force, etc., deriving its name from the organ in which it appears. 

The atom consists of only one elen^t, divided to the conpenent 
where it ceases to be that element if further changed. 

VIhen 1he atoms of two or more elements are added together they 
form an entirely different material from the original element of which 
conpesed; and when the new material is divided until the smallest portion 
of it is (Stained where it would be different if further divided, that 
smallest amount is known as a molecule of that particular combination. 
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Most of the more conmon combinations of atons have names. Thus, 
water consists of 3 atoms, 2 elements of hydrogen and one of oxygen. 
When the 3 atoms are canbined in the proper manner, they fonn a mole¬ 
cule of an entirely different material, with characteristics differ¬ 
ent from either of the elements of whidh it is composed. 

This ccfiibining of elements continues still further, when mole¬ 
cules of different elemental combinations are themselves joined. They 
then form more complex combinations that are different from anything 
else conposed of identically the same molecules. Exairples of this 
are the various kinds of tissues and organs in the body. 

It is not known hew electrons become combined into atoms, just as 
it is not known hew molecules became conhined into cells and pretoplasm 
to build and sustain the living body. But it has beccome apparent that 
the boefy is not built by food. It seems that food is the occasion and 
oondition that activates the vital processes and stimulates their activity. 

The transformation of visible matter to invisible substance is the 
reverse process. The change of matter from solid to liquid and to 
gaseous substance concerns molecules only, l.e., the distance between 
them and their cohesion. The atoms do not change. 

Within the molecule, in all three states of matter (solid, liquid 
gaseous), everything remains the same, i.e., the proportion of matter 

to emptiness does not alter. Electrons remain equally far from one 
another inside the atom, and revolve in their orbits in the same way 
in all states of cohesion of the molecule. Changes in the density of 
matter, i.e., transition fzKm solid into liquid and gaseous states, 
do not in any way affect Ihe electrons. 

The world inside the molecule is exactly analogous to the great 
space in v^ich the celestial bodies move, which space scientists 
believed to be void and enpty. 

Electrons, atoms, molecules, planets, solar systems, agglamera- 
tions of stars—all t}\ese are phenomena of the same order. 

Elecrtrons move in their orbits in the atom in the cells of the 
human boefy, just as planets move in their orbit in the solar systems of 
the Universe. The power of movement cones not from food. 

The electrons in the atoms in the cells of the human boefy are 
the sane celestial bodies as the planets of the sky. Even their 
voicoity is the same. 

This fact means that the human body resembles the planetory bodies. 

The Ancient Masters said, "As above, so below." Man is microcosm 
and the Universe is microcosm. 

If the planetary bodies depend not on food for their origin and 
maintenance, why should the human body? The Law never changes. 

In the world of electrons and atoms, it is possible to observe all 
the phenomena that are observed in the astronomical world. There are 
comets in the atom that travel from one system to another; there are 
shooting stars; there are streams of meteorites. 
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"As above,_so belw." Physical science must at least admit the 
trvitii of Hie ancient fozmila of Hie Ancient Masters, now termed sup¬ 
erstitious heathens. But it will be another century before it does so. 

The substance of which all visible objects consist, including 
the human body, is constructed in exactly the sane way as the solar 
system. For each atcan in the cells of the body is a miniature solar 
system. 

We are incapable of perceiving electrcns and atoms as immovable 
points, but perceive them in the form of the canplex, and entangled 
traces or lines of their movements, which produce the ill'jsion of mass. 

Could we perceive our great solar system on an infinitely smaller 
scale, it would produce on our senses the illusion of a mass of matter. 
Ihere would be, for us, no emptiness nor space, just as there appears 
to be no emptiness nor space in Matter surrounding us. 

The entire liniverse, cor^sisting of innumerable suns and their 
soprcunding planets, rushing with terrific speed Hiru space, but 
separated from us by vast distances, is perceived by us as an immovable 

point. 

Our Sun is a star, and, with its attendant planets, is rushing thru 
spacs at a speed of 200 miles a second, travelling around Hie center of 
its cosmic system, ruled by Hie Law of Polarity. 

Electrons, as Hiey move, are transformed into apparent lines, like 
an cbject swung round and round wiHi such speed as to form an apparent 
circle. Ihe apparent lines, intertwining along themselves, produce Hie 
illusion of mass, i.e., of solid, impenetrable matter, of which consist 
the Hiree dimensional bodies surrounding us, including our cwn organism, 
a mess of atcms vibrating so swiftly as to appear to be a solid. 

What appears as solid matter is an illusion created by speed that 
spears to form the fine web of lines made by the traces of motion of 
Hie smallest material points. 

An apparently solid bar of steel is as "empty" to certain radiations 
as is Hie solar system to our eyes. This fact was demonstrated at the 
University of Michigan in determining Hie extent of flaws in metal. By 
using a tube carrying 250,000 volts, photographs were taken thru four 

of apparently solid steel. 

Uie illusive impression of solid matter is produced by Hie speed 
of movement. When Hiese principles are known, we have a concepticn of 
Hie Wcy Hie web, created by the motion of electrons, is woven and 
thickened, and hew the whole v7orld of infinite variety of phenomena, 
is cEffistructed from Hiis iveb of lines, which are made by Hie traces of 
the motion of the smHllest material points. 

The sun, moon, stars, which we think we see, we do not see. What 
we see are only cross-sectiens of spirals,—a cross section of the web 
of lines made by the traces of the motion of the smallest material points 

Mass is an illusion and appears as the result of terrific speed of 
in vis ible points. A of light is substance; so is electric current. 
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and Electricity are substance not formed into atons, but 
remaining in the electronic state. One author terms electricity 
”ians in transit.’^ 

Man’s relation to the universe is fixed by the fact that his 
body is constituted of a mass of vibrating atoms, combined in form 
by the Law of Polarity. 

VJh^ Vital Force ceases to operate thru the body, the atoms 
lose their cohesive properties, and the body disintegrates and re¬ 
turns to the original cosmic eleimnts. 

When something occurs to obstruct the current of Vital Force, 
somatic death is the result. 

A scientist is he who can explain results and the cause that 
produces them. He must attain to the Principle, which consists of 
the Force that produces, and the Law that directs the work. 

The philosopher who trusts to observation for his facts, is 
looking at Hie wrong side of nature. He lives in the World of 
Illusion, but knows it not. 

The great truths which have shaken society to its center, have 
always appeared insignificant to the superficial observer, while to 
the discoverer, the scientific observer, the comprehensive thinker, 
the True Principle is a Pearl of priceless value. 

To him who has attained the true vantage-ground by discovering the 
Principle, nystsry fades, speculation gives way to knowledge, and 
empiricism to the certainty of science. 

It was not a lack of facts of observation Ihat prevented the 
discovery of the circulation of the blood in modern times, nor that 
left astrononical discoveries of modern times to Copernicus, Kepler, 
Newton. 

So it is not a lack of biological, psychological, and physiological 
facts -that prevent the establishment of a Science of Man, or a true 
philosophy of existence. It is the deliberate work of material science 
v^ch stubbornly refuses to recognize the existence of the Spiritual 
World and Spiritual Man. 

It is Hie Real World, the Spiritual World, the nysterious causes 
of things, the invisible fcrces and the laws of their operation, which 
we must discover if we would know the secrets back of Life and Death. 

CHAPTER No. 4. 

COSMIC THOUGHT 

"Every cosmogony, from the earliest to the latest, is based upon, 
inter linked with, and most closely related to, numerals and geometrical 
figures."—Blavatsky, Secret Doctrine, 111, 69. 

"So teach us to number our days, Hiat we may apply our hearts 
unto wisdom."—Ps, xc. 12. 
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Mathematics is the only exact science—the only one with pro¬ 

positions that are capable of positive proof and conclusive demon¬ 
stration- All other so-called exact sciences are based ussump- 
tions, deductions, inductions and '^working h^^thess,’* which are more 
or less useful until further investigation and discovery prove them 
to be but partial truths. 

Words are symbols of ideas, but numbers are symbols of Divine 
Realities, Spiritual Verities eternal in time, which periodically 

express themselves in the worlds of objectivity. 

The Ancient Masters said, *^The world is built upon the power 

of numbers, and numbers are 1iie Key to an understanding of the world.” 

Numbers are the Key to the ancient views on cosmogony, in its 
broad sense, including man and beings, and the development of humanity, 
spiritually as well as physically. 

’’Hence we find numbers and figures used as an expression and a 
record of Thought in every archaic symbolical scripture. They" 
ever the same, with certain variations only, arising from the first 
figures.”—Blavatsky, Secret Doc. 1, 341. 

The Ancient Masters asserted that the doctrine of Numbers, the 
chief of all in Esoterism, was revealed to man by the celestial 
Deities; that the V/orld was produced under the Law of Sound or Har¬ 
mony, and according to the principles of musical proportion. 

The science of numbers was not slcwly developed by primitive 
nan’s learning to count on his fingers, as modem science claims in 
its ”face-saving-propaganda.” 

It was a fully and coipletely elaborated system of scientific 
computation, as clearly shewn by the Great Pyramid of Egypt, built 
more than fifty thousand years ago, and containing a pei'fect system 
of stone symbols, figures and geometrical cemmensuration that reveal, 
thru measurements, the nysteries of the Ikiiverse. A system so far 

ahead of anything that has yet been produced by modem engineers, 
that Hie modem world has nothing which can begin to conpare with it. 

Littlefield holds that this system was revealed to the Ancient 
Mastem by ’’tutelary spirits; who kept their human students under 
constant guard” (Way of Life, p. 21). 

The mathematical physicists who have become mathematical metaphsi- 
cians, consider tine Universe a matematical structure tnat is the 
product and expression of Pure Thought, closely related to, if not 
identical with. Mind. 

Their doctrine of relativity enables them to reach such views as 

give them a less static and more fluidic Lhiverse, that is more the 
product of subjective interpretation, than the old mechanistic Universe 
postulated by physical science- 

These metaphysicians have views of the Cosmos that are strongly 
idealistic, and their conception of the phenomenal world is that it 
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is a symbol of Ultimate Reality—and that Reality is Mind. 

Eddington s^s, "Force and dimensions belong to the world of 
symbols, and fran such conceptions we have built the extern vrarld of 
fiiysics. After exhausting all physical methods without success, we 

then returned to the inmost recesses of Consciousness, to the great 
'I am Consciousness,’ to the Voice that proclaims our Personality, 
and from there v;e entered upon a new outlodc. 

"We must build a Spirittal World out of Symbols, as the Ancient 
Masters did, such symbols being taken from our own Personality, and 
we build the scientific world out of the symbols of the mathematician" 
(Science 6 The Uhseen World). 

Sir James Jeans, in his Mysterious Universe, quotes Berkeley's 
statenent, which aihodies the fundamental idea of his idealistic 
philosophy, that "all the choir of heaven and all the furniture of 
earth have no existence without Mind." 

He adds, "It matters not vhether subjects exist in my Hind, or 
in that of any other spirit; their (objectivity arises frcm their 
subsisting in the Mind of some Eternal Spirit. The Lfriiverse can best 
be pictured, altho still inperfectly, as consisting of pure thou^t. 

If the Ihiverse is one of Thou^t, then its production must have been 
an act of Thou^t." 

There is a deep, cosmic meaning back of the statement, "For as 

he thinketh in his heart, so is he" (Ps. 23:7). 

For sixteen centuries darkenss has reigned because Romanisra, in 
the 4th century, personified the symbols of the Ancient Masters, vhich 
synhols represent Lhiversal Principles, and then distorted and liter- 
alized the ancient scriptures, which originally told the true story 
allegorically. 

The entire Ihiverse and all its parts, vhether suns, stars, 

planets, mountains or men, are reducible in the finale to one simple 
science of vibratory waves that affect our consciousness tiiru our 

physical senses. 

What is Consciousness? That is just another question of many 
modem science cannot answer. 

According to the dictionary. Consciousness is: "The knowledge 
of sensations and mental operations, or of what passes in one's own 

mind." 

Behaviorism declares that man has no consciousness. That state¬ 
ment could possibly be correct. Some authorities hold that the con¬ 
sciousness man appears to have and express, is really the consciousness 
of God acting ipcn and thru the brain, but limited by capacity of the 

brain. 

The tiasters tau^t that tiie things we think we hear, see, smell, 
feel and taste, have no actual existence other than as ways foniis 
recognized by our consciousness, which is only an emanaticn of the 

great "I AM CONSCIOUSNESS." 
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CHAPTER No, 5. 

SPIRITUAL WORLD 

From the dav?n of ir)an there seems to have been a firm belief in 
the existence of a world that cannot be reached nor recognized by 
the physical senses and faculties. 

No tribe of people has been too low in the scale of intelligence 
to entertain such a belief; and no race of men has been too hi^ in. 
the development of intelligence to reject it. 

This fact constrains scholars to believe that such a ^jord must 
exist; for they contend that man cannot even conceive of anything 
that is not nor cannot be. 

It is a self-evident trutli that any conviction which sways the 
entire human race, regardless of rarJc or quality, is inherent. It 

ca_ild not be otherwise. There is a universal conviction that man, 
in the case of somatic dissolution, continues to live spiritually. 
Then that is one self-evident truth. 

This conviction inheres in the Soul and rises from Spiritual 
Intuition. There is not one instance of record that spiritual Intui¬ 
tion has ever bome false testimony. Nor has it ever deceived or 
misled any creature. It is also a fact of observation that the lower 

in the scale of individual intelligence is the creature, the more 
potent and vital is the intuition that guides it. 

It is a paradox that the cosmic guiding paver appears to be 
stronger in the more natural and less educated people. What is termed 
"education” appears to lead people from the natural to the airtificial. 

Early man appears to have lived a natural life, and was taught 
by Spiritual Intuition that somatic death is not the end of him. 
This theory is being confinrced by the best scientific analysis of 
known facts. 

Modern man has searched for the Spiritual World up in 1he cold 
spaces intervening in the sky. He has been tau^t by the_ Aurch that 
up there is the Kingdom of Heaven, where God sits on his threne md 
the gospel Jesus sits on his right hand. Also, that nen must be" 
^Tborn of water and of the spirit" before he can inter into that King¬ 
dom (Jn. 3:5). 

From the records that Rcmanism has peanitted to reach the people, 
it appears that man has been unable to discover the kingdom of Imor- 
tal Souls, and that has led him to doubt that there is such a realm, 

or ari^dihing more than that he sees on the physical plane. Tie result 
of this is that people are rapidly losing faith in the church, and are 
leaving it annually by the thousands. 

Physical science has made certain important discoveries, to-wit: 

1. All matter is reducible to vibratory force. 
2. Every particle of matter is in a state of constant vibration. 
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3. Coarse particles vibrate much more slowly than fine canes. 

All visible matter is in a certain stage of refinement and is 
vibrating at a corresponding rate of degree, as it is termed. 

The visible world is conposed of substance, and this substance 
may be reduced to an invisible state. 

Ihe spiritual part of man is as truly substance as is the physi¬ 
cal part, in vtfiich the spiritual dwells. Eoidi are substance, and 
both are in a state of vibratiOTi. 

The physical portion is visible because of its slower vibratory 
rate. The spiritual portion is invisible because of its faster vibra¬ 
tory rate. This is the ccnclusion of science. 

If it be admitted that the physical and spiritual worlds are com¬ 
posed of substance, the question arises, Wherein lies the difference? 

The one belongs to the realm of purely physical things, and is 
designated by the very appropriate term physical substance. 

The other belongs to the realm of purely spiritual things, and is 
designated ly the equally fitting term spiritual substance. 

For a similar reason, we designate that which belongs to the 
mineral kingdom as mineral, and that vhich belongs to the vegetable 
kingdom as vegetable. 

According to occult science, the difference between physical 
substance and spiritual substance lies in the rate of vibration. 
I > . - 

■iv M ^ . 

' I If we examine a rock we can discover no vibratory movement. 
The vibratory motican of the aton in the rock is at such a low rate 

V it, ip not perceptible to the physical sense of si^t, and the rock 
ajppeans to be a solid, immov^le, impenetrable mass of dead matter. 

I till 

If we examine grcwing I'lood in a tree, we are unable to observe 
any inovement among the atoms of which the wood is ccffiposed. But if 
we use a powerful magnifying glass we will be able to detect a sli^t 
vibratory motion among the cells of the wood. 

While the rate of this vibratory motion is much greater than 
that in the case of the rock, it is still too sloiv to affect the 
physical sense of vision- So the wood, like the rock, appears to 
the naked eye as a solid, dead mass. 

To save time and space, we shall pass over the several intermedi¬ 
ate substances, such as animal flesh, gelatine, etc., and examine a 
drop of water. Here the vibratory motion of the atom in the compound 

is at a rate many times greater than in either rock or wocd. 

The molecules of which water is conposed move with much facility 
and rapidity, one upon another, that to a certain extent they elude 

the physical sense of si^t, and the result is that v;ater is trans¬ 
parent to -the naked eye. 
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When we come to the gases, the vibratory rnotion of the atom in 
the conpound is at a rate so much higher, that the physical sense of 
vision is entirely eluded. 

Gas is substance that is invisible only becaiase the atoms of 
which it is con^xDsed vibrate so fast that the physical sense of sight 
is unable to follow them. 

When a gun is discharged, we are unable to see the biollet speed¬ 

ing on its way, because the rate of movement is so rapid that the 
physical sense of sigjit cannot follow it. It simply eludes the eye. 

When a carriage v^ieel is at rest, we can see every spoke clearly. 
But place the ^eel on a spindle and set it to revolving rapidly, and 
the faster the rate the less distinctly will we be able to see the 
spokes, until the spokes finally disappear as the rate of revolution 
increases. 

When we cone to electricity, the highest grade of substance known 

we find that the vibratory motion of the elements in this compound is 
at a rate higher than that in any other physical world of substance 

and the spiritual world of substance. The only difference is that 
we have approached fron an entirely different direction, viz., along 
the line of vibration motion. The next step takes us beyond the 
physical and into the world of spiritual substance. 

The physical scientist, or physicist, using only physical means, 
is limited in his investigation and demonstration to the world of 
visible substance, termed. He halts at the border-line between the 
two worlds of substance, and is forced to say: I can go no further; 
the instruments at rry ccmmand are not fine enough, nor sufficiently 
subtle, to test the properties and qualities of that which lies beyond. 
It eludes the methods of physical science and all the means at my 
command. 

That is not all. The ethics of physical science forbids scien¬ 
tists to explore the spiritual world under that definition. Physical 
science has gone on record as declaring that there is no spiritual 
world, and that ends and closes the question. 

The Master, the spiritual scientist., novj takes up the thread, 
and follows it forwa2?d past the border-line of physics into the realm 
of Psychics. 

In the blasterability thus to view the subject of both worlds, 
or the two aspects of One World, his great advantage is inconceivable 
to one whose sense of vision and investigation is limited to the 
world of purely physical things. 

At the borxier-line between the two aspects of substance, the 
Master sees every law of physical substance joined to its correlative 
law of spiritual substance. 

The chain of cosmic law is thus continuous and unbroken. It 
runs from the visible aspect of the Cosmos directly on to the invisible 
aspect without interruption. 
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In this splendid continuity, the Master recognizes the majesty, 
the pcwer and the glory in the Lhiversality of Law. 

CHAPTER No. 6. 

SPIRITUAL WORLD (B) 

We have noticed briefly the Law of VibratiOTi and the infinity 
of substance. 

We learn that man has a natural or physical body, and in an ages 
the poets have sung of the spiritual body (1 Cor. 15:44). These bodies, 

two in one, are controlled, directed and operated by the Divine Entiey, 
tlie Intelligent Ego. 

' This is another exanple of the Eternal Trinity, met with on every 
plane of existence. 

Adopting this basic premise as our working principle, we proceed 
to consider the purely rational and scientific means and methods of 
the Masters. 

The law we evoke to carry out our demonstration is the Law of 
Vibration—that Cosmic Law vhich refines substance and intensifies 
its action. 

The infinite particles of which the boc^ is ccmposed, are col¬ 
lected, collated, corelated, condensed and consolidated into flesh, 
then move at a correspondingly low rate of vibratory action. 

The body is provided with physical sensory organs thru which 
the Spiritual Man ccntacts his physical environraent. The power back 
of these organs is actually spiritual, proven by the fact that the 
eye of an unconscious man sees nothing. 

These organs are not ad^ted to the rapid vibrations of spiritual 
substance, nor to all vibrations of physical substance. Their can- 
bined powers embrace only a limited range of vibration. 

This limited range includes only the vibrations of rhysical 
substance vhich lies and exists upon the same plane of refinement 
and vibratory action as the physical bocfy itself. 

Furthermore, our language has been developed to correspond with 
that degree of refinement and vibratory action. That is the reason 
why it is so difficult to describe things spiritual in words of a 
language evolved to describe only the physical. 

By the aid of our physical sensory organs, we beoome cognizant 
of different external physical objects, elements and conditions. Be¬ 
yond this, we knew nothing of the universe, the major part of which 

must remain unknown to us; and our recognition of that concerning which 
we have conscious knowledge, constitutes vhat we term physical sensa¬ 
tion, which is really a spiritual function. 
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Each one of the physical organs of sensation receives and regis¬ 

ters a different range of vibrations- The whole surface of the physi¬ 
cal body is supplied wilb sensory nerves, so as to be and become a medium 

of vibrations. 

The general sense of touch is experienced when any portion of the 
physical body contacts physical substance that is oonposed of the 
coarser particles moving at Ihe lower rates of vibrations. 

The physical eye is a hi^ly specialized organ of physical sensa¬ 
tion. When the eye is brought in contact with rays of physical light, 
which rays are only fine particles of physical substance moving at a 

hi^ rate of vibration, we experience the sensation of sight. 

As with the eye, so with the ear. When the physical organs of 

hearing are touched by physical atmosphere moving at certain rates 
of vibration, the person hears physical sounds. 

As with the ear, so with the special physical organs of smell 
and taste. Both of these organs represent still other and different 

rates of vibration that obtain in external sihstance. 

Every physical organ of sensation is an organ of tcxich or contact. 
The general sense of touch that obtains upon the entire surface of 
the physical body differs from physical sight only in degree. The 
one registers the slew vibrations of o»arse material particles, while 
the other registers the rapid vibrations of finer material particles. 

Ihrough the operations of these several physical organs, each 
registering a different range of vibration, the Intelligent Ego oxanes 

into cxinscicus relahicns with a wide range of vibrator^^ aertivity of 

physical substance. 

The physical sensory organs and the physical brain are ox)nsti- 

tuted and aciapted to receive and register only the vibrations of what 
we term jhysical substance. They are adapted to receive only a limi¬ 
ted range of physical vibrations. This fact is proven by physical 

science. 

For exanple, the animalculae that swarm upon the earth, in air, 

water, and in all living bodies, are intagible and invisible to the 
physical sensory organs. They ^fect neither the sense of tcjuch nor» 
of hearing, taste, smell nor sight. Except for the microsexipe, physi¬ 
cal sciencx would declare that a belief in animalcnjlae were a supersti¬ 

tion. 

X-ray makes no impression upon the highest physical organ of 
sensation. But "be x-ray is a vibration of physical substancx. 

When we realize the marked limitations of the physical senses in 
a physical world, it is easy to understand why these orgaTiS fail to 
report the vibrations upon a higher plane of Existence. They do that 
CBily which they are made to do, and then they deexive us to a great 

extent. 

It is now ooraparatively easy to understand hew the vibrations of 
the infinitely finer gpxdes of substancx must entirely elude these 
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physical organs, which are made and intended for physical vibrations only 

It is also conparatively easy to understand that a pr^sically en±)od- 

ied man, by the aid of his physical sensory organs alone, cannot in any 
manner "sense" tiie presence of a disembodied spiritual man. 

The spiritual man is in being as truly as is the physical man, and 
yet he is neither physically tangible nor visible to the physical sen¬ 
sory organs. 

As with all substance invisible to the physical sensory organs alme 
the vibratory action of the spiritual man cannot be detected by the 
physical sensory organs any more than can the vibratory action of elect¬ 
ricity . 

Ihese facts of Existence, demcxistrable to Spiritual Science, are 
already foreshadowed by modem physical science. 

The claims of the older schools are substantiated by a series of 
lessons in science, written by Elisha Gray. Speaking of the physical 
sensory organs of wound and si^t, this scientific authority says: 

"V/hile vibration ceases to affect our senses at 40,000 beats per 
second, as sound, we find ourselves conscious again of periodic moticn 
when it reaches 398 trillion times per second. Then we hear with our 

eyes and see with our ears, whichever you choose. The sensation in all 

cases is the effect of motion." 

"The eye is the more perfectly developed, yet it is capable of 

only conparatively crude photography." 

"The red ray ccsnes to the eye with the lowest number of vibra¬ 
tions—four thousand billion." 

"The eye cannot record anything with a less number of vibrations 
a second. The highest color is violet, witii 764 trillion vibrations 

beyond vhich the eye cannot vibrate in sympathy vrLth color." 

"There are colors we cannot see. The Universe is filled with 
things that are invisible to the human eye and urkncwn to us." 

"In the same way there are things that we cannot feel, and odors 

that we cannot smell, and flavors that we cannot taste. 

"For all we know, this world in which i>je live may also be 1he 
home of another race of beings, \dio pursue their course unknown to us, 

and perhaps we to them." 

"It is the work of science to ccsns to the aid of man's limited 
arganism, and to lift a little the Veil of ^'yste^ies." 

Things spiritual cannot be described in our language of the 
physical world. For words are deduced from things physical, hence 
words cannot fully express things spiritual, the significance, the 
bearings, the profundity of which transcend all that human thought 

can imagine and human skill can paint. 
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CHAPTER NO, 7, 

SPIRITUAL SUBSTAI^ICE (A) 

Ancient Science had been destroyed, and all Europe was in utter 
darkness- The Papal Pc\^?er reigned supreme. 

Then came the courageous Martin Luther, In 1317 he resolutely 
mailed to the door of ’'All Saints” church his Theses condemning the 
traffic of Indulgences by Romanism:—thus striking that intial blew 
which started the decline of Papal Fewer, known in history under the 

deceptive and softer term ’’Reformaticn.” 

Encouraged by Luther’s bold course, other men of courage began 
to defy Remanism, and from the ashes of these men a new Science was 
bom. 

The decline of Papal Power meant the decline of darkness. But 
it was a long and bitter struggle; and ’heretics” were burnt ri^t 
and left by the chuirch. 

Between 1600 and 1670 in Spain alone, according to the record, 

the ’’Holy Reman Inq;jisition” burnt alive 31,912 victims for the 
’’crime” of searching for Li^t. 

Curiously enou^,” ;>7rites Wall, ’’this mode of execution was 
introduced to avoid spilling human blood” (Sex VJorship, p. 339). 

With the birth of a nei-7 science came the theory of Materialism, 
because these ’heretical scientists” could not swallcw the God theory 
of Romanism—and cc^sequently they viere Atheists. 

Materialism grew so fast in the next three centuries that 
Spiritualism became rank superstition. 

Yet, little knewing what triey were doing, these physical scien¬ 
tists advanced to the very threshold of Hie Spiritual pNealm, vhich 
they had claimed did not exist. 

Science had said that the stem was indestructible. That theory 
is found to be false. More bewildering is the fact, that when letter 
is reduced to its smallest invisible state, it dissolves as Matter 
and becomes Vibrating Force, cr Spiritual Substance, by science 
termed ’’energy." 

Physical science was amazed with this startling discovery, and 

more amazed with the stupendous power of the Invisible Realm. Yet 
these scientists had seen trees uprooted as weeds by the terrific 
power of an invisible substance termed Wind. 

In place of the scientific theory of solid, indestructible atems, 
we now have protens, electrons, neutrons, etc. 

Instead of atoms being solid particles of matter, they are found 
to be oonposed of positive and negative units of Vibrating Force, 
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and that Force, as we know it, is not ’‘mechanical energy" but Spiritual 
Radiation. 

The least secrets of Ancient Science are slowly being re-discover¬ 
ed. Ihe Spiritual Side of the Universe, the target of many scientific 
jokes, the alleged nyth of the "superstitious heathens" of antiquity, 

is gradually appearing as a strange Reality. Scientific text-books 
will have to be rewritten. 

We can begin to understand ancient scriptures; for they deal 
with the Spiritual World, the Fourth Dimension, the Invisible King¬ 
dom that was previously unJmown to us. 

Atonic dissolution appears as the ultimate source of certain 
force; and the quality of the fcfce seems to depend on 1he character 
of the atcmic elements prior to their dissolution. 

All matter has been invisible force, and all invisible force 
has been matter. Another example of the Eternal Cycle. Nothing 
begins and nothing ends. 

When the Bible s^s "In the beginning," it means the beginning 
of a certain kind of work. 

The Masters taught that Cosmic Processes work in cycles. The 
visible from the invisible, and the visible to the invisible. We 

understand the invisible by the things made visible they said (Rcsn. 
1:20). 

This ^parent nystery is no mystery at all vmen the fundamental 
principle is understood. 

Water is invisible gas condensed. Ice is frozen v/ater. Ice 
melts into water and water melts into vapor and returns to invisible 
substance. 

All is One and One is All. We are part of every reck and bird 
and beast and hill. One witii the things that prey on , and one 

with vhat we kill. That is the law of Cosmic Relation. 

There is only one world with two phases or aspects. 

Production (Creation) is a process of change. Lack of under¬ 
standing causes us to be deceived by these changes. 

Ice is not the opposite of water. Day is not the opposite of 
Ni^t. Up is not the opposite of down. Matter is not the opposite 
of Spirit. Man is not the opposite of God. We are deceived by ap¬ 
pearances and changes. All is One. Man is the Divine. 

Ice and water are two aspects of the same thing. Spirit and 
Matter are two aspects, of the same thing. God and Man are just as 
certainly and truly two aspects of the same thing. Ihe law never 
5ianges. 
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God is the invisible aspect of Spirit, Man is the visible as¬ 
pect of Spirit, False teaching makes these statements hard for sone 
to believe, yet they are statements of facts. 

Production is the transition of the Invisible to the Visible, 
and from the Visible bade to the Invisible. That picture exhibits 
the work of the Law of Change and the Law of Cyclicity. 

Henry Drummond (1851 - 1897) suddenly became famous by vnriting 
his '’Natural Law in the Spiritual World.'* But half a million years 
before the Masters tau^t the same doctrine in symbols and parables, 
the evidence of which appears in ancient scriptures. 

Drummond advanced the theory that the ’’scientific principle of 
continuity extends from the physical world to the spiritual.” The 
secrets of the Atcm prove that he is right. 

The Masters saw, in the Mind, the border-line between the two 
aspects of substance, and knew that every law of physical substance 
joines to its correlative law of spiritual substance. 

Physical science cannot accept this philosophy without destroy¬ 
ing its theory of Evolution; and Romanism cannot accept it without 
destroying its dogma of eternal damnation (Mark 16:16) 

Ancient Science tau^t that the Cosmos is literally Ikdverse, 
or a revolution around a center. Iheir doctrine of Lhity, now con¬ 

firmed by Spectrum Analysis and the Reign of Law, was tersely sum¬ 
marized in the famous axiem of the Smaraqdine Tablet of Hermes: 
’’That which is below is that vhich is above, and that which is above 
is that which is below.” 

Ancient Science ta^j^t ^at we are now discovering: Spirit 

is substance in its hipest form of manifestation, and Matter is 
substance in its Icwest form of manifestation. All substance exist— 

between the two is the same, varying only in density from the 
finer to the grosser and vice versa. 

The ^festers tau^t what modem science denies: The Living 

Organism is farmed of condensed and consolidated spiritual substance, 
and animated by Spiritual Force. They regarded man as a dual being, 
existing in both the spiritual and material worlds, with the former 
eternal and the latter tenporal. So they correctly said that man 
bears the image of the earthy and also the image of the heavenly. 
(1 Cor. 13:49). 

Here we are again deceived by the state of dualism. We think 
there are two men as we think there are two worlds, one physical and 
one spiritual. There is only one man, and that one is the spiritual 

and eternal man, invisible to our physical senses. 

Spiritual substance becomes material substance as the vibratory 

rate lessens. In this process the Spiritual manifests in different 
forms on diffejrent planes, assuming, in its transition, the Seven 
Principle Planes of Existence, listed by the Masters as (1) Divine- 
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consciousness; (2) Cosmic Force and (Life); (3) Ether; (4) Fire 
(Electricity); (5) Air; (6) Water, and (7) Earth. 

Occult science contends that Visible Objects are merely a reflec¬ 
tion of Invisible Objects. The visible could not appear if the in¬ 
visible did not exist; and the invisible is eternal whereas the visi¬ 
ble is temporal. 

The Masters said, ^Ve look not at the things which are seen, 
but at the things whiA are not seen: for the things which are 
seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal.*’— 
2 Cor. 4:18. 

It is now known to be only a question of lowering the tempora- 
ture and decreasing the vibrations that cause the different manifesta¬ 
tions of Spirit on the different planes. 

Physical science recognizes only the material world and the 
material man. Its dogma is to the effect that anything which can¬ 
not be materially demonstrated is unworthy of consideration and be¬ 
lief. It lives and labors in the physical realm of the five physi¬ 
cal senses, makes its knowledge necessarily very limited. 

In addition to lowering the temperature, the vibratory rate is 
also reduced by inserting interferences into the path of invisible 
currents. 

If we place a triangular piece of crystal, called a prism, in 
a of invisible ligjit, thereby retarding its vibratory rate, 
visible effects appear in the form of the seven colors, each color 
passing at a different rate of vibration. 

A certain voltage of electriczal pressure produces heat, ligit 
motion, and may be harmless to man. A hi^er voltage is us^ for 
the execution of criminals. 

An immensely higjher voltage, inducing current vibrations of 
thousands of millions per second, is harmless, the current being 
so swift that it speeds over the surface of the object without hav¬ 
ing time to penetrate the substance, hence no harm to him who re¬ 
ceives this tremendous current practically unpeiceived. 

Occult science shows that all manifestations in Nature, visible, 
physical, mental; spiritual, occur as transfermations that are due 
to interferences, changes, projected into the rate of vibration of 
the iiupendorable Rays of the Ihiverse. 

The first interference, or the primarly reduction of the vibra¬ 
tory rate, engenders the electre-magnetic lines of force. These, 
in turn, produce electric currents. The infinite combination of both, 
due to their limitless interconvertibility, projecting incessantly 
into the Cbsmic Rays such an endless series of counter vibrations, 
that spiritual substance, gradually passing thru the unperceivable 
state of essence, ultimately becomes visible in its transities or 
changes, appearing in the tangible forms of liquids and solids. All 
of these phenomena are due to a lowering of the vibratory rate. 
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Water is a siinple example of this transfonnative or so-called 
creative process. It is a coirpound formed by the unicn of oxygen 
and hydrogen, two invisible gases. 

Actually, physical water per se does not exist. Water is only 
a name applied to a definite rate of vibration of visible substance, 
which rate occurs as a resH.t of the union of tvTO atcffis of hydrogen 
and one atari of oxygen. 

This union has the effect of lowering the vibrations and the 
phenomenon termed ^*water" apj^ears. Thie phenomenon disappears as 
soon as the union of the atom is disrupted, which disruption increases 
the vibratory rate. It is all a question of vibration. 

The union mentioned results from lowering the tenperature, vrhich 
reduces the vibrations. The union is dissolved by raising the tem¬ 
perature, which increases the vibrations, as when heated water trans¬ 
forms into steam. 

This cosmic process guided the Masters directly into the depart¬ 
ment of the Invisible or Spiritual World. By applying "the principle 
to all things, they discovered the Cosmic Law of TransformatiCTi, 
not Creation. 

The cosmic process of transforming Spiritual Man into Physical 
Man is accomplished just as readily as that of transforming Spiritual 
Water into Physical Water. 

The general principle is the same, but the process is more ccm- 
plicated, more difficult to explain and harder to understand. 

Cosmic processes never change. 

(mFTER No* S. 

SPIRITUAL SUBSTANCE (B) 

In the final analysis, tliere is actually no such errtity as physi¬ 
cal man par se. 

Physical man is merely a term given to a definite rate of vibra¬ 
tion, set in rooticn by the union of various atoms—a process of trans¬ 
formation of spiritual substance to physical substance. 

The phenonenon that appears, called Ifei, disappears, dissolves, 
dies, v^en the union and the equilibrium of tte atoms is disturbed, 
deranged, thus disrupting the Cosmic Radiation that produces and sus¬ 
tains the phenomenon we know as Man. 

Mcxlem scientists have shown that as a visible entity, Man has 
^'no existence in reality other than as waves, multitudinous and con- 
plicated centers, perhaps, in what we call tlie ether," writes Shelton, 
’llan is analogous in a sense," he ccntinues, "to the sounds that issue 
from a piano a chord is struck, or when a synphony orchestra 
sounds." 
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Physical man is a definite center of individual consciousness 
which appears as his own and ^ich he thinks is his own, but vhich 
actually emanates from the Ihiversal Center of Cosmic Consciousness. 

For years modem philosophers have been postulating a Cosmic 
Consciousness as a philesoj^cal speculation for the future. Naw that 
the Life Bearing Essence h^ been discovered, there is actual foun¬ 
dation for the theory. 

Cosmic Consciousness has not yet been proven by physical methods, 
and it is still a SLibject for physical investigation. 

Occult science teaches that Cosmic Consciousness evolves in 
those vho, by relaxing to the Life Bearing Essence, are able to re¬ 
linquish most completely their sense of separateness from the Solar 
Center. 

That was the secret the Masters tau^t to their disciples. It 
removes the barrier that man interposes in his ignorance by think¬ 
ing that he is no part of the Spiritual world and only remotely re¬ 
lated to the Universe. 'Tor as he thinketh in his heart, so is he" 
(Pre. 23:7). 

Giovani Gentile wrote that there is a single imninent Ego that 
is the active consciousness or thinker in the brain. Physical science 
has now shewn this to be a fact. 

The question that becomes paramount is the identity of the Egp. 
Is it the physical form or the Spiritual Essence? Most certainly the 
latter. 

Occult science holds that the theorematic state of being con¬ 
scious of being One with the Ego of the Essence, is Cosmic Conscious¬ 
ness. 

It is art established fact that the material body has no conscious 
ness per se. The consciousness it appears to have, is the Cosmic 
Consciousness unlimited, yet limited in the body by the body’s limited 
capacity conscious expression. 

Dr. Louis Berman in his "Behind the Universe," holds that there 
is only one superior Personality in all of Existence; that in all 
time and space there is cnly one All-merging Consciousness. 

No kind of ccxitinuous consciousness could exist until the brain 
was involved. There must be a union of our consciousness with all 
of life and all of the Universe. 

Berman contends that in telepathy there is already a union of 
the consciousness of two or more persons. 

Only Cosmic Consciousness may be regarded as the objective real¬ 
ity of all things. That state of consciousness is the cnly state 
that establishes a bond between Fhysical Man and Spiritual Man. 

In 1874 Fisk said, "’There must exist something whidi also ex¬ 
isted before the Geneses of Intelligence, and which will prove to be 
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the basis of all the truths of science.*' 

Modem science admits tiiat the brain is matter. But the Mind 
is not material nor a material product. There is and must be One 
IMiversal Mind. There is Universal Ego expressing consciousness in 
and thru every human brain. The mind of man merely denotes Cosmic 
Consciousness in action. 

The doctrine of Cosmic Consciousness is veiy old, and has alx>?ays 
been recognized by occult science. New modem science has been con¬ 
strained by its discoveries to admit that the doctrine is a fact. 

Subjective and objective, mind and matter, are now seen to be 
one; and so it was taught by the Masters- 

Einstein shattered Me^Tton's theory of gravity, but he postulated 
a greater mystery than Nevjton’s in his theory of ^'curved space.” Vfe 
will never find truth by believing something first, and then searching 
for evidence to prove it- 

A new discovery, like that of Cosmic Radiation, at once nullifies 
all former theories, based as they were on ignorance of what was then 
undiscovered. 

The almost immeasurable small electrons of which the body is 
constituted are transformed by vibration into lines, and Ihe lines 
intertwining among themselves, produce on our physical senses the 
impression of mass. 

^^ass is an illusion. There is as much space betvjeen the atoms 
of an irm bar, conparatively, as there is between the celestial 
planets. 

What appears as solid matter is* an illusion produced by the 
speed that appears to form the fine web of lines made by the traces 
of motion of 1he smallest material points. 

Practically all the science we have developed so far is analytic. 
That is, we tear water apart and find it is corposed of two invisible 
g^es in certain proportions. Then we tear these t^^o gases apart and 
discover hew their nuclei are built up, and how many electrons revolve 
round the nuclei. 

But there we, as finite beings, must stop. That is the border¬ 
line of Hie Spiritual World into which we, as conscious physical en¬ 
tities, cannot enter except by the power of Mind, vhich knows no 
limit. Our Mind we can flash into space for millions of miles in a 
moment. 

Physical science will discover in time that it is not the in¬ 
vention of finer instruments, but the iirprovement and freedee of the 
Mind of the investigators that will eventually solve the Mystery of 
Man. 
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CHAPTER No. 9. 

SPIRIT Vs. nOfiY (A) 

Modem science is founded on Materialism. It accounts for every¬ 
thing on the bases of physical matter and mechanical energy. 

Ihe theory of Materialism has been shattered by late discoveries. 
Now physical science must discard its text-books as obsolete and make 
a new start. 

Ihe atom was said to be indestructible. Now it has been reduced 
to radiation, disappearing entirely as matter and becoming what sci¬ 
ence terms "energy." 

^fc)dem science is doing its utmost to "save face" and hide its 
errors by holding cn to its term of "energy." 

Ihe definition of Spirit and Energy discloses a vast difference 
between the two words. 

SPIRIT—Breath; breath of life; the principle of life; the soul; 
vital power. Inmaterial intelligence; an intelligence conceived of 
separate frcsn any physical organism. The intelligent, inmaterial, 
and immortal part of man; the soul, as distinguished from the bo<ty 
which it cxxwpies; as, the body without the spirit is dead.—^Webster's 
Unabridged Diet. 1915. 

EICRGY—Internal or inherent power; the power of operating, vhet- 
her exerted or not; strength or force producing the effect; the power 
of doing werk.—Ibid. 

To an unprejudiced mind these definitions show that Spirit and 
Energy are entirely different things, bearing little relation to 
each other. The properties of Life and Intelligence are not attri¬ 
buted to Biergy, but both are attributed to Spirit. 

Matter forms the visible aspect of "tiie living organism. When 
matter is traced down to that point where it disappears as Matter 
and beenmes a whirling center of force in the ether, only a materia¬ 
list, an evolutionist, would apply the term "energy" to that i^teri- 
ous specter that lies beyond the reach of the most powerful instru¬ 
ments of science. 

There is the border-line between the visible (tenperal) and 
invisible (eternal). 

If the vast, invisible, eternal part of the Universe is composed 
of and contains nothing more than "energy", then the visible, material 
p>art of the Lhiverse should be empty and void; and Man must end and 
(disappear forever when his bcxdy ceases its fmetion. For if he is 
only consolidated "energy", he has no present Life and can have no 
Future Life^ 
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That is the precise and exact theory of modem science, of mat¬ 
erialism, of evolutionism. That is the theory tau^t in the colleges 
and proclaimed in the text-books of physical science and medical art. 

These facts should be kept in mind by the student who is search¬ 
ing for Light. 

If man represents only consolidated "energy", then that "energy", 
as consolidated matter, must have and possess all the properties and 
pcwers exercised by living man, including seeing, smelling, hearing, 
tasting, feeling, thinking, reasoning, etc. If that be the case, what 

beccmes of these properties and pcwers when matter dissolves into 
"energy"? And how do they find their way into the body of a new-born 
present? 

As explained in the "Vforld of Illusion," it is not "energy" that 
rises from the ashes of material substance. It is the Eternal Spirit 
of the Cosmos, in which inheres by law all the properties and powers 
exercised and expressed by all men in Ihe Visible World of Nature, 
and which world is but a shadow of the vast Invisible World. 

The Great Meters of antiquity called it Spirit, and they are 
suppoiTted in Ibeir choice of words by modem autiiors who define Spirit 
in dictionaries. That Spirit is not only the cause of "energy", but 
it is the source of all "energy' . For ’energy" is just one of its 
many properties. 

Physical science would like to use the term Spirit, but it is 
forbidden by its cwn ethics to recognize anything under the defini¬ 
tion of Spirit. 

This is another instance of self-imposed limitation and ignorance 
made necessary to sustain the preconceived theories of Evolution, 
Matter, and Energy. 

The definitions of Spirit and Energy conclusively show that one 
is so foreign to the other that the terms should never be used inter¬ 
changeably, To GO so leads to error and confusion. 

When the atom dissolves, the whirling centers of ^energy” that 
appear in the ether are termed electrons. These ^'are the building 
blocks of the Universe,” says Millikan (Science 8 Now Giv. P. 118). 

No intelligent person would term Energy the building blocks of 
anything. It requires much more than ^energy” to preduce the Living 
World; and even ^ysical science attributes to "energy" no other 
quality than that of activity or power. 

Much more than power is required to build the Ihiverse. The 
Power must be directed by Intelligence, the governing agent in every 
department of worSo. 

^From this point of observation, the vast difference between 
Spirit and Enezrgy becomes more obvious and much plainer. 

There are other differences, but for the present we have suffici- 
e nt evidence to show that Living Organisms are much more than con¬ 
solidated Energy. 
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He cnly who is too snell and biased to admit that he is wrong, 
would contend that undirected Energy, devoid of Intelligence, could 
do the vital work of building aninel bodies and endowing them with 
Life and Intelligence. 

Mi^ty men in the world of physical science have produced pond¬ 
erous themes on the subjects of Force and Matter. Their plausible 
arguments and clever arrangements of words rule the scientific world. 
But new these text-books are largely obsolete. 

These men have held that Man is merely a material organism that 
functions as the result of a ^'series of chemical changes” occurring 
within the organism. That theory is proven to be erreneous. 

Prof. J. S. Haldane, great astroncOTer says, "Materialism, cance 
a plausible theory, is now the fatalistic cread of thousands (of 
physical scientists); but materialism is nothing better than a super¬ 
stition, on the same level as a belief in witches and devils. The 
materialist theory (of physical science) is bankrupt” (Bible Jfysteries 
Revealed, p. 119). 

Notice the effect when we copy that again and change only one word: 

Evolutionism, once a plausible theory, is new the fatalistic creed 
of thousands of physical scientists; but evolutionism is nothing better 
than a superstition, on the same level as a belief in witches and devils- 
The evolutionist theory of physical science is bankrupt. 

0. A- Wall, M.D., Ph-G., Ph.M. makes an interesting declaraticn 
on the subject of Evolution. He writes: 

"I graduated as a physician frem Bellevue Medical Cbllege in 
the same year that Darwin published his work on the Descent of Man. 
The ’Conflict between Science and Religion’ that ensued, was fou^t 
out and the truth of the theory of Evolution was established within 
the period of iry professional career. And with this victory of human 
thou^t, many superstitions faded away" (Sex Wbrship, 1922, p- 37). 

With the victory of modem science in reducing the atom to in¬ 
visible "energy," these "superstitions" bobbed ri^t back again into 
human thou^t. 

Evoluticnism and Materialism must stand together or fall together. 
For the former is founded on the latter. If the "Materialist theory 
is bankrupt" so is the "evolutionist theory." 

Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M.D., strong protagonist of Materialism 
and Evolutionism, wrote: 

"No force without matter, no matter without force. One is no more 
possible and no more imaginable by itself than the other. Separated 
fron each other, each becomes an enpty abstraction or idea, which is 
useful only in shewing two sides or manifestations of the same exist¬ 
ence, the nature of v/hich, in itself, is unknown to os. Force and mat- 
tei' are fundamentally the same thing, contemplated from different stand¬ 
points" (Force 8 Matter) ♦ 
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Buchner is right in his conclusion, but his conclusion left him 
in darkness. He admitted that the nature of the object and premise on 
which his conclusion rested, was ’*in itself unknown to us.’* 

That ’’unknown** property was known to the Fosters, and has now been 
discovered by modem science. But science is bound by its ethics not 
to give a true, correct and definite description and recognition of 
what it has found. 

CHAPTER No. 10. 

SPIRIT Vs. ENERGY (E) 

We have previously quoted from that exceptional work, produced by 
the combined labor of six leading scientists, titled ’’Marvels S ^fyst- 
eries of Science.” On p, 409 thereof appears this statement: 

”It was once thoiight that living things possessed energy which 
was lacking in the inanimate, but with a clearer understanding of 
Matter, it has become apparent that Matter never exists free from 
energy. In fact, Matter may be northing rrare than a nranifestation of 
energy itself.” 

It would be the most stupendous miracle ever presented for 
human contenplation if we were required to imagine that the Cosmos 
and all its parts are the product of blind, undirected Energy, which 
the dictionary defines as only a power capable of moving against 
resistance. 

For 1he products constructed of whirling electrons, termed ”the 
building blocks of 1he Universe”, exhibit in their conduct a hi^ 
degree of Intelligence, even to the point of infinity. 

Millikan was a scientist, yet he disregarded the ethics of his 
profession by stating that Matter is Spirit condensed into visibility, 
much the same as invisible vapor is condensed into ice. 

itoording to this declaration, Matter is the visible aspect, not 
of blind and undirected Energy, but of Spirit directed by Intelligence. 

The Masters had this subject in mind when they carved the inscrip¬ 
tion on Hie ancient pyramid of Sais, vhich reads, ”I am all Hiat is, 
that was, and that will be. No Mortal man has. yet raised ny veil.” 

To that statement of the Masters, F. J. Pisko replies, ”Modem 
science has removed the veil and discovered that Force and Matter 
were, ar>e, and will be.” 

But that boastful reply is already obsolete. Pisko*s Force and 
Matter have vanished into the Spiritual World as a v^irling vortex in 
the ether. And the veil of Isis has not yet been raised. 

Electronics research has brou^t man to the edge of the invisible 
nysteries. He has reached for the stars and discovered the Electronic 
Era, where the visible melts into the invisible. 
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Alessandro Volta discovered the electric current. It is only 
in the last half century that physical science has learned much about 
electricity. 

It is almost half a century'' since Marconi proved to an astonished 
science that messages could be transmitted to distant points without 
wires. 

Toni^t a sailor in the distant Pacific talks by radio with his 
mother in the USA. A band plays in New York City, and five thousand 
miles aw^ people dance to the music. Modem science had declared 
that space is empty and void. 

In the air we breathe are wonders no man can explain with every 
breath we are linked with our Divine Origin more closely than we 
realize. The mystery of Life itself may be learned by studying the 
Breath of Life breathing itself within us. 

The different qualities that distinguish the various types of 
letter are merely the difference in the number and arrangenent of the 
protons and electrons composing the atoms of these various types. 

Man is again entering the Atomic Age in which were the Masters 
who carved out of solid rock, with atonic power, the amazing temples of 
the world. He has discovered that Substance, in the form of Spirit, 
fills the space of the Ihiverse which modem science had declared was 
enpty and void. 

The atom is the smallest unit of matter known. Almost a millim 
of them could set side by side on the point of a sharp needle. 

Atcras are globular systons in which electrons, protons, neutrons, 
etc., revolve with 1 ightning speed round their common center of at- 
tracticn, like the planets and the sun of our solar system. They are 
held in their orbits and regulated as to Ihe combinations tiey form by 
Ihe field of electro-magnetic force generated by their motions. 

It is startling to think of what occurs in the human body, ccsn- 
p)osed of trillions of cells, and each cell ccnposed of atoms, and each 
atom a miniature solar system vibrating with vital force that is in¬ 
herent in spiritual substance. 

It is ijipossible to match the stupidity of a system that con¬ 
tends such a body is built, sustained and energized by food and 
drink. VJere that contenticn true, then the earth, moon, stars and 
suns would have to be supplied with food and water or perish. 

An atom of Uranium has 92 "planets," and each planet is, in size 
to an atom, as a grain of fine sand is to a regular foot ball. It would 
take 500 trillions of them to fill the bulk space in the atom, and each 
cell of the human body is ocnposed of trillions of atoms. 

These "planets revolve planet-like with great speed in an atcm, 
around a nucleus ccmposed of protons and neutrons. Electrons (planets) 
carry a negative electrical charge. Protons (also planets) have a 
positive charge. Neutrons (also planets) have no charge. 
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Each aton has as many electrons as protons, their respective 
electrical cha:^es neutralizing each other and keeping the tiny system 
in perfect equilibrium. 

Most of the atom appears as space, as most of our solar system 
appears as space. 

A cubic inch of water wei^ about half an ounce. A cubic inch of 
solid nuclear matter would wei^ more than a billion tons • 

The practically unlimited power of polar attraction holds together 
the pa2?ticles that constitute the nucleus. 

The materialist says that the atom is held together by tremendous 
electric voltage* In splitting the atcm, called fissicn, these voltages 
are released in the form of force. In the atomic boiib, “fte atoms of 
Uranium were brdlcen in two—liberating the astoundiiig power of 200,000,- 
000 electron volts per atcm. 

It is said that electricity is electrons in transit. That gives us 
some conception of the tremendous force contained in atcms. 

The laboratory of the human body is so constituted as to utilize 
that atomic pcwer; and that is the pcwer, under proper control, which 
performs all the various functions of the living organism. 

The absurd theory of modem science that vital force, nerve force, 
brain force, and body function are the product and result of food and 
drink is oojipletely shattered. 

As the Universe is the Microcosm, so Man is the Microcosm. By 
discovering the constitution of Man, we also discover the constitution 
of the Universe. 

We search, with ^ant telescopes, in the far reaches of the sky for 
cosmic secrets, and miss them; yet they may be discovered in the atcms 
at our feet or in our body. 

Atcms are miniature solar systems. When we realize that fact, we 
shall know the secrets of the Universe- 

CHAPTER No. 11. 

THE COSMIC PATTEFN 

Recent rBsearch in atomic physics and in psychic nysteries has 
shewn the existence of worlds conposed of substances and forces with 
rates of vibration much too high for our five-sense pci^ers to register. 

The external phenomena which our five senses contact, are but the 
materialized expressions of cosmic causes generated in the super¬ 
physical worlds, which can be contacted only by our psychic (sixth) and 
spiritual (seventh) sense powers. 

All ancient scriptures deal largely with these super-physical worlds, 
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and Idieir relation to the material world in which physical man dwells. 

Ifrider the law that something cones not from nothing, then arche¬ 
type or ideals of all manifested forms must have pre-existence in the 
super-physical realms as a pattern-ideal, etheric double cr model, as 
explcdned in our work "Pre-Existence of Man," or there would be nothing 
to direct cosmic farc:es in the production of synmetrical and definitely 
organized forms. 

This cioctrine of the pre-existence of all things before their 
physical manifestation, is illustrated in many bib] leal passages, and 
is mentioned by Littlefield, who said: "All visible forms have their 
counterpart in the invisible world" (P. 180). 

Lakhovsky supported this (doctrine. He wrote: "Under the law of 
cosmic radiation, ihysic:al man ai5>ears as the materializaticn of his 
spiritual duplicate. His visible form is a replica of his invisible 
frame" (Secret of Life). 

The Bible s^s "Every plant of the field (was in the air) be¬ 
fore it was in the earth," and "every herb (was in the air) before it 
grew" (Gen. 2:5). 

The pre-existenoe of man was purposely canitted here, being held up 
and added later to the fable of the gospel Jesus to make him appear 
greater: 

"Verily, verily, I (Man) s^ unto you. Before Abraham was, I (Man) 
Am". 

Before material man was visible on the earth, he was invisible in 
the Spiritual Realm. 

This ancient etoertrine is the basis of all great religions of the 
ancient world, and is inplicLt in most philosophies. 

All material formatiens change, and anything that changes is of 
the realm of the temporal and transitory, and not of the pemanent and 
eternal. 

Eternal Reality exists only in the s^jer-physical, unchanging 
realms, where the prototypes or pattem-ideals exist. 

The fact that pre-existing etheric patterns of all material forms 
are invisible, is not evidence that such are only imaginary, or are 
cnly mental concepts, and have no acrtual existence. 

Ihe air we breathe, odors, cx>lorless gases, and atems, are all of 
them invisible, yet they all actually exist and affect us and our lives. 

A field or force, such as surrounds the en(ds of a magnet, has both 
form and extensicn, but it is invisible to us. 

We must not forget that substance is also atcndc, etheric, and 
radionic, and that a large part of the universe is invisible to our 
five senses and unkna«)n to us. 
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The rencwned naturalist Louis Agassiz correctly said, ^^lature is 
the work of Intelligence carried out according to plan, therefore is 

periDeditated, ” and that ’*A11 things have their origin in Spirit 

The term "preneditated" is misleading. It causes the exoteric to 
believe tiiat the church God, man-like, did sc?ne thinking and designing 
before making the visible world and all things therein, including man. 
That may have been the viewpoint of Agassiz. 

The involution of the pattern must have preceded its evolution in 
substance, or there x^7ould be no pattern to unfold into an organized fom. 

As we said in "Pre-Existence of Man," it logically follows that as 
man is “he most hi^ly evolved form in all visible existence, he must 
also exist antecedently as the hipest super-physical archetype or 
^ttem vhidh cOoinic forces unfold and materialize into physical man 
in the physical irealm. 

As man is the highest in the physical world, he must also be the 
highest in the super-physical world. As man is the God of all the earth, 
he must also be the God of all the heavens. 

f'lan is much mere than a physical body. The Real Self is a Spiritual 

Entity, manifesTing ten^orarily thru a physical body in the visible world, 
but existing eternally in the invisible world. 

As there is but one basic Law of Transformation, it follows that all 
expressions on the physical plane emanate from tlie super-physical world, 
and, in turn, pass cn frem the visible back to the invisible. 

That is the Cosmic Cycle. Nothing that is,, ever cai^s to an end. 

Man^s Faulty Knowledge 

Man’s five special sense organs give him some information of the 
universe^and of himself, but leave him ignorance of a larger part of it, 
arid deceive him as to tne most of that which they give him. 

Out eyes register only a few rays of li^t and disclose only a small 
paiTt of the horizon. 

Our ears fail us when vibratory waves are too short or too long. 

If we wer^ to reasen according to the evidence our five sense organs 
furnish us, we would have a very crude idea of the world, and a very 
false one. Yet that is the condition in which the masses live, along 
with that deceptive system termed material science, and a religious 
system based on fraud. 

For sixteen hundred years, since the destruction of the Ancient 
Wisdom in the fourth century, humanity has been obliged to rely solely 
upon these means for kncwledge. Hence, not only is that knowledge faulty, 
meager, and misleading, as we have discovered, but men ahve believed 
that beyond that the five senses reveal, there was nothing. 

That is the state in which lived the scientists of the 17th, 18th, 
and 19th, and early part of the 20th centuries, when they invented their 
theory of evolution. 
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Iheir errors are being corrected in all departments of learning, 
but slowly because these scientists are trying hard to hide tlieir errors 
from the eyes of the world. 

Ihese scientists have held that Matter is the primary and sole 
reality, consisting of infinitely fine particles vhich clash and cohere 

into molecules and larger lumps, and finally are refined into hi^er 
grades of organizaticn in the brain. 

Our knowledge, affections, will, life and our very Soul, are only 
the effects of the activities of atoms and chemical changes. 

Behaviorism, the latest form of materialism, denies that man has 
any consciousness. 

Thinking consists only of certain twitchings of the muscles in 
the throat, and cur feelings, in the elegant language of Behaviorism, 
are only "the squirming of the guts." 

Think of that when you next read about "The March of Science." 

CHAPTER No. 12. 

coNSTmrnoN of man 

Modem science has been constrained by its recent discoveries to 

admit that there is cue inminent Ego which appears as the Active Con¬ 
sciousness of the Thinker in and thru the human Brain. In his book 

Thinking S Destiny, Harold W. Percival calls it the Thinker and the Doer. 

EGO—Literally, the "I"; the Real Self that sees, smells, hears, 

feels, thinks, reasons, wills and acts, as distinguished fron its at¬ 
tributes, from the bodily organization, and from every other object or 
thou^t; the subject as distinguished from everything objective.- 
Dictionary. 

According to the dictionary. Spirit and Ego may be considered the 
same entity. The Spirit is said to be "the intelligent, immaterial and 
immortal part of man," vhile the Ego is termed the "I" that does all 
vhich man thinks he does of himself. 

The inner and outer world are one. The visible and invisible worlds 
are one. Spirit and Ego are cne. Our Life is one Life; and that all is 
the manifestaticn of—^WHAT? VJho has the answer? The church does not. 

Man is not only part of the Universe, but an ijiportant part. He is 
the hipest organized Entity known. In his Constitution he illustrates 
all the Principles of the Universe. 

It appears that (1) Force performs, (2) Intelligence directs, and 
(3) >fatter appears as if by magic in definite forms, froin the invisible 

world. The Jiystery would vanish if the Principle were understood. 

The Ego remains invisible within the living organism, yet it is the 

source and cause of the body’s formation, aniraaticn, and function. Ego 
is neither functicn, process, nor product, but the cause of them all. 
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Vitality in the stomach digests all kinds of nan-living flesh, 

but the stomach does not digest itself, nor can it digest a living 
body, as a reptile, that may have found its way therein. For Vitality 
is superior to chemistry, 

In man. Ego appears as Mind; and Mind is King, not subject; the 
Master, not the servant. Ego is in, above, and behind all, with the 
body as its Tenple in which it dwells and thru which it works. 

The work man performs, as sawing wood or shoveling coal, is an 
example of what science terms ^*energy,” But "energy" rises from 
Ego in action. 

"Energy", the product of Ego in action, may do physical work, 
but only Vital Force can do vital work. 

That is the great difference between Spirit and Energy, but a 
difference not recognized by science. 

Construction and repair of the body are vital processes, per¬ 

formed by Vital Force. They need no aid from doctors, drugs, vaccines 
and serums. 

To carry cn the functions of living, there are and must be in¬ 
volved both vital and physical processes,—the former to direct and 
control, and the latter to perform and serve. 

Science ignores the vital and sees only the vx>rk of physical and 
chemical processes. According to science, intelligence to direct and 
control is superfluous and unnecessary. 

Vitality appears as the Ego in action. It appears as Infinite 
Fewer, illustrating an Intelligence that siezes upon and enploys for 
its processes all things that inay be of service to it. It is the 
repairing as well as the producing power. 

Recovery from illness is repair work, not healing work. The only 
pewer 1hat can repair the body is the power that produces it. 

The mechanism of the living organism is too delicate, too intri¬ 
cate, too conplex, and too little understood to admit of repair by any 
agency other than the Producing Fewer. 

The process of repair is Hie process of production, performed by 
the same pewer that brought the body into being. That power is never 
delegated to man, nor group of men, nor to medical institutions. 

The term ^ healing" is erroneous. It is all repair work; and the 
power of repair is the Power of Life that performs all body functions. 

The mechanic dees not 'heal" a damaged car; he repairs it. But 
doctors cannot repair the body's derangements; regardless of their 
claim. No scientist can make a drop of blood, nor a piece of bone. 

As only Life can produce the body, only Life can repair the body. 
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If so-called physical and chemical "energy" could be transforriEd 
into Vital Force, as claimed by modem science, the length of man's 
life would be largely in his own hands. 

The irony of it all is, that the scientists who make such 
are noted chiefly for their short life-span. 

Food and drink being inferior to Life, can not produce Life Vital 
Processes, physical science to the contrary. 

If these substances could produce Life, then the USA should be a 
land of exceptional longevity, with giants more than a thousand years 
old. 

Why should man ever die with plenty of food and drink to be had? 

CHAPTER No. 13. 

SPIRITUAL COOTACT 

J. S. Haldane, noted astronomer said, "Ifeterialism, once a plau¬ 
sible theory, is not the fatalistic creed of thousands (of physical 

scientists), but Materialism is nothing better than a suoerstition, 
on the same level as a belief in witches and devils. The Materialist 
Theory of bankrupt.” 

The material istic theories of Bacon and Descartes appear to have 
laid the foundation of modem science. With the explosion of these 

theories, science is left enpty handed and forced to neke a new start. 

Descartes regarded Extension and Matter as practically synonymous 
terms: "Give me Extention and Motion, and I will construct ihe world." 

In this aphorism the difference between his views and Bacon's is 
epitomized. Whereas the latter clearly realized the need of empiri¬ 
cal data, Descartes greatly over-estimated the possibilities of de¬ 
duction. 

Material science, newly embarked on a long course of triunphs 
in its cwn chosen domain, became more and more enamoured of the 
materialisitc h3/po1hesis, that everything happjens and can be explained 
by mechanical and therefore measurable causes. 

It has taken three centuries of materialism to test this one¬ 
sided Cartesian metaphor, in which Nature is regarded as a machine, 
and to explode the fallacy. And so three centuries of materialism 
have come to a sad end. 

Science finds embarrassment in the fact that its mechanical 
theory of the (Jhiverse is falling apart. Its errors are beginning to 
be recognized in quarters where, until yesterday so to speak, the 
assiitption that Nature and Man were ncothing more than accidentally 
assentoled machines was the root-axicam of scientific enli^tement. 

When apparently solid matter ciissolves and disappears, we must 
pursue it in the spiritual world with the Mind, as the Masters did. 
(Rom. 1:20) 
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They investigated the Psychic Phenomena of Life 5 and with 
them the modus operandi of Spiritual Force was the subject of deep 
stucfy for thousands of years. 

Had Roman Catholicism and modem science not joined forces in 
stiginati2ing the Ancient Masters as ^heathenish pagans” who dumbly 
worshipped idols and false gods, and then carefully destroyed their 
scriptures to hide the actual facts, the world would today have a 
Science of Religion and a Science of Man instead of a Crucified God 
and a Theory of Evoluticai, 

These idols and false gods were images used by the Itesters to 

teach the neophyte the ^^ste^ies of Life, and were only symbols of 
Cosmic Principles and Cosmic Processes. 

Romanism adopted these same symbols and transformed them into 
gods and angels, men and devils, satan and purgatory, hell and heaven, 
and then developed the worse system of idolatry the world has ever 
kncwn. That system is tottering to its final fall. 

When science exploded its own Iheory that atoms were the ulti- 
mate of matter, one scientist idien said, "Matter is nothing but con¬ 
densed electricity.” 

It is well at this point to take the same step in another direc¬ 
tion, and declare that so-called disease is only the symptoms of 
internal poisoning. 

From the Masters we can laam much about the operation of Cosmic 
Forces; about tlie real purposes of the different parirs of the brain 
and the iiysterious chakras or spiritual nerve centers, of which 1±ie 

glands are only the external symbols; about 1he spiritual channels 
and magnetic currents that fla^ thru the bocfy; about the strange 
Serpentine Fire generaxed in the sacr^ plexus at the base of the 
spine. 

As these spiritual centers of the bocy are not visible, not 
dissec-^le, nor measurable with material instruments, the theory 
of their existence is scornfully rejected by medical art. 

The fact that man-made instruments cannot detect 1hese subtil 
centers on the physical plane means nothing, as we have shewn in the 
Sphinx and the flagid VJand. 

Man’s subconscious mind rules his body’s involuntary functions. 
This is the secret linJc that connects Conscious Man with Cosmic 
Consciousness, as explained in our work ’'Kingdom of Heaven.” 

Spiritual Contact is the term applied to this connection. It 
is a contact ^actually capable of physical demonstration, but concern¬ 
ing which science, remains silent. 

Let us cite an illustration: The eye of the unconscio>JS man can¬ 
not see; his ear cannot hear. What is the reason? Spiritual Contact 
is absent, as we have shewn in ’’Kingdom of Heaven.” 
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Ihe existence of the spiritual forces of occult physiology were 
accepted as facts by the Masters, just as inodem science is forced 
to accept as a fact the existence of Mind, Nerve Force, etc. 

The present and existence of spiritual forces must be recognized 
by their fruits (Mat. 7:18) 

So these forces of living bodies prove their existence in the 
results obtained by the Masters and occult students who have studied 
them. 

Prof. Buchner, one of these material scientists, says that Mitter, 
in the fom of Man, possesses mind, sensation and conscious¬ 
ness, which result from a '‘mcxie of moticn” arising from the interac¬ 
tion of physical forces- 

Hew can a scientist be so blind? So dumb? Who wants to foUcw 
him? 

That is the brand of nonsense the world accepts today as science; 
and the world remains in darlcness. Those who q^jestion or attack that 
nonsense are silenced and liquidated by the '^powers tliat be.” 

When matter melts and disappears, and then re-appears again, 
reason informs us that this is the work of an invisible cause. 

Buchner says, ”The laws by vhich nature works and acts are the 
natural and necessary expressions of the interacticn of all physical 

forces from which arise certain laws. ” 

But Nature does not work and act. Nature is a name applied to 
the visible phenomena resulting from the work and action of an un¬ 

seen force. Nature is the product. An invisible cause does the 
work, and Nature is 1he effect. 

The fragments of 1he philosophies that we have of the Ancient 
Masters, show that Iheir whole work dealt wi1h Man and Life, and not 
with gods, saviors and heaven. That twist was put into the ancient 
writings by the chur^ fathers vhen they prepared their Bible to 
serve the church, not.people. 

The Meters discovered that Cosmic Principle presents dual but 
equilibrious properties: positive and negative, active and passive, 
initiative and receptive,—also called male and female. 

They found that the proper relation and balance between these 
two Principles govern the transformation, production, development, 
decline and disintegration of all living things, as we have explained 

in the ^^ysterious Sfhinx and the I-lagic Wand. 
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